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In the early years of the twentieth century, traditional Japanese culture underwent a resurgence that not only extended its influence beyond the nation’s borders, but fundamentally affected the character of global Modernism as it was beginning to emerge in the art and literature of cities as distant as Calcutta, Boston, and especially London. For more than three decades, Japan had enjoyed under the regime of the Meiji Emperor an openness to international influences that had been systematically denied by the sakoku, or “closed country,” policy of the Tokugawa Shogunate that preceded it. Novelty had induced fascination, and European conventions of architecture, painting, and writing became increasingly fashionable amid the urban landscape of the new Imperial capital at Tokyo—with a population of nearly two million by 1905, one of the six largest cities in the world.

However infectious this fashion was, however, its products should not be seen as imitations of European styles, but rather as hybrid adaptations that anticipate the Western experiments with Japanese aesthetics that would follow them. Shimizu Kisuke II’s design for the headquarters of Mitsui bank, constructed in 1872, is a good example. “The style of construction was diverse, with the lower floors consisting in a Western veranda featuring railings along with supporting columns of bronze,” the important urban theorist Maeda Ai wrote of this building in the 1970s, “but above it all was placed a three-story tower styled like that of a Japanese castle complete with projecting gables.” Such deliberate and selective incorporation of Western styles and motifs is also visible in the literature of the period. The author Tsubouchi Shōyō,
an erstwhile scholar of Russian culture, famously advocated the adoption of Western realist aesthetics in his 1885 critical work *Shōsetsu Shinzui* (*The Essence of the Novel*), but retained the labyrinthine plotting conventions of Tokugawa literature in his own fiction, and translated the works of Shakespeare into the idiom of Kabuki theatre.\(^2\) In painting, Takahashi Yuichi and Harada Naojiro studied European techniques such as volumetric shading and vanishing-point perspective, but applied these to local motifs such as the *oiran*, or female entertainer; and to devotional images of *Kannon*, an aspect of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara familiar throughout the history of East Asian art.\(^3\)

By the turn of the century, the use of aesthetics and methods overtly derived from Europe had begun to seem distinctly passé to many members of the Tokyo avant-garde. “We love the poetry of our predecessors, both of the East and of the West,” wrote the poet Yosano Tekkan; “but we cannot stoop to spade fields that they have already cultivated.” Rather than engage in further adaptation of Western poetic genres, his magazine *Myōjō*, or “Morning Star,” encouraged a reconceptualization of indigenous Japanese verse forms, particularly the thirty-one-syllable *tanka* format from which the more internationally famous seventeen-syllable *haiku* is ultimately derived.\(^4\) Thinking along similar lines, the great art historian Okakura Kakuzō in 1898 founded the *Nihon Bijutsuin*, or “Japan Fine Arts School,” the country’s first institution to offer formal academic training in traditional Japanese approaches to painting, sculpture, and design (Fig. 1). “Accustomed to accept the new without sacrificing the old, our adoption of Western methods has not so greatly affected the national life as is generally supposed,” he wrote a few years later.\(^5\) “We were obliged to assimilate much that the Occident offered for our advancement and at the same time to resuscitate the classic ideals of the East.”\(^6\)

It was Okakura who began the work of turning the tide of intercultural flow so that Asian concepts began to influence the West more strongly than vice versa. His first port of call was the rapidly industrialising city of Calcutta, where he was welcomed in 1902 by Abanindranath Tagore, nephew of the great Bengali poet Rabindranath and soon to be recognized as the city’s most influential early Modernist painter. As a result of his stay there, he began to see all the cultures of India and China as forming a continuity that had been disrupted by historical events such as the devastating Islamic invasions of the former and the extension of Mongol hegemony over the latter. Japan, he thought, represented a repository of those two fundamental civilizations—a “museum of Asiatic civilisation” that could now be drawn upon to revitalize the contemporary culture of the continent.\(^7\) “The history of Japanese art,” he wrote in his seminal volume *The Ideals of the East*, “becomes thus the history of Asiatic ideals—the beach where each successive wave of Eastern thought has left its sand-ripple as it beat against the national consciousness.”\(^8\) In order to assist this revitalization, he brought two Japanese artists, Hishida Shunsō and Yokoyama Taikan, to Calcutta to exchange ideas with Abanindranath Tagore and his colleagues; from Taikan, Abanindranath learned the “wash technique” that would become his trademark, and began to experiment with motifs derived from Chinese classicism.\(^9\)

Though written in Calcutta and imbued with the spirit of pan-Asianism, Okakura’s *The Ideals of the East* was composed in English and published in London and New
York, suggesting that its target was a Western, rather than an Eastern, readership. One of its biggest fans was the poet and British Museum curator Laurence Binyon, regarded in the years leading up to the First World War as London’s premier authority on Asian art. Binyon’s first publication on the subject was a review of *The Ideals of the East* in the *Times Literary Supplement*, and references to this and to other writings by Okakura, whether overt or covert, permeated his subsequent output of lectures, articles, and books. Even as late as 1933, when he was invited to Harvard to give a series of lectures on the visual cultures of Japan, China, and India, Binyon was still able to begin one of his talks by quoting the opening phrase of *The Ideals of the East*—“Asia is one.”

In the audience at Binyon’s earliest known lectures on the same topic—presented twenty seven years previously at the Royal Albert Hall in London’s Kensington—there was a listener whose attendance would have profound implications for the development of Modernist poetry in the West: Ezra Pound. Pound had been introduced to Binyon...
about a month and a half beforehand by their mutual publisher Elkin Mathews, and
had doubtless been invited to the event by the speaker himself. Pound’s subsequent
remark on the lectures in a letter to his mother—that he had found them “intensely
interesting”—demonstrates the strength of their impact upon him.

The nature of the introduction to East Asian culture received by Pound at the
Albert Hall in 1909 has been a matter for intensive and varied speculation by poetry
critics. Noel Stock began the guesswork in his biography of Pound in 1965, and only
a few years ago Zhaoming Qian—the most prolific contemporary authority on Asian
art and Modernist poetry—was able still to note that “the precise contents of the
lecture[s] Pound heard in 1909 remain unknown.” In 2002, however, a seventy-five
volume archive of Binyon’s personal papers suddenly became available via the British
Library that reveals not only what Binyon said during his talks, but also which lantern
slides he projected onto the screen at the front of the hall. The process of dating these
documents has not been made easy by Binyon’s idiosyncratic practices as a lecturer.
Because the fundamental structure of the lecture series changed little over the years,
dog-eared pencil drafts are often found interleaved with newer pages written in ink
or typed; the page-numbers of the older sheets having been amended to reflect their
new position. These older pages are heavily annotated, with anachronisms crossed out
or even excised with scissors. Those that have not been incorporated into later talks
are strewn randomly throughout the archive, but continue to be datable via internal
evidence to 1909 or thereabouts. The most compelling reason for thinking that these
handwritten texts represent the Albert Hall lectures, however, is that their contents fit
exactly with the handbill Binyon issued to advertise the series (Fig. 2). This document
was discovered by John Hatcher among Binyon’s papers at the Houghton Library at
Harvard, and is reproduced in his 1991 biography Laurence Binyon: Poet, Scholar of
East and West. Most importantly, both the oldest manuscripts and the handbill are
divided into just four lectures, whereas Binyon expanded the series to six after the First
World War, and to seven by the time of the Harvard lectures.

Two aspects of Binyon’s 1909 lectures stand out as significant for the future de-
development of Modernist poetry in the West. The first is their tendency to juxtapose
particularly productive epochs in civilizations remote from one another in time and
space in an attempt to uncover correspondences. Lecture Two, for example, investi-
gates the societal conditions that appear to bring on a cultural renaissance—a subject
soon to become a key concern of London’s Modernists. The discussion begins with the
dramatic literary and artistic developments sponsored by Japan’s Ashikaga Shoguns—
again with most of its observations lifted from The Ideals of the East—but goes on to
create direct analogies between these and the Italian Renaissance in fifteenth- and
sixteenth-century Florence. Pound must have found Binyon’s narrative strategy
equally as compelling as the information on East Asian art itself, for he would later
use a comparable system of “subject rhymes” to give structure to the eclectic historical
sweep of his Cantos project.

With regard to the more imminent appearance in London of the poetry move-
ment known as imagism, however, the types of artwork upon which Binyon chose
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Fig 2. Handbill advertising Laurence Binyon’s 1909 Albert Hall lectures. Houghton Library, Harvard (bMS Eng. 1148 [126]).
to concentrate is of the strongest interest. Considering the wide scope of the Albert Hall lectures, there is a disproportionate concentration on the *ukiyo-e*, or “floating world,” school whose intricate woodblock prints were popular in Japan from the late eighteenth through the nineteenth centuries. The same bias also determined Binyon’s choice of illustrations for *Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art*, a posthumous 1912 publication by that most famous of all Western scholars of East Asian culture, Ernest Fenollosa. Binyon included no less than fifty *ukiyo-e* prints as illustrations in the volume, when—ironically—Fenollosa’s text runs down the movement, contrasting its popularity in pointedly negative terms with the elitist academic traditions of Japanese painting that had preceded it.

The fact is that Binyon was rather obsessive about *ukiyo-e* prints; his concern with collecting them for the British Museum operating, in the words of his biographer, “at a deeper level than was necessary for his curatorial duties.” At the time Pound met him, Binyon was concluding an unprecedented series of exactly such acquisitions, having purchased several thousand prints—the bulk of the museum’s renowned present-day collection—between 1906 and 1909. Binyon’s lecture manuscripts show that he often encouraged his audience to follow up their viewing of his lantern slides by visiting the Prints and Drawings Students Room at the British Museum—affectionately known as “The Print Room”—to see the originals.

New evidence from the British Museum archives shows that Pound had already visited the Print Room twice between his first meeting with Binyon and his attendance at the Albert Hall lectures; and that he would do so on three further occasions before the end of 1909. There are two reasons for thinking that these visits were made in the company of Binyon. The first is that entry to the Print Room required completion of a lengthy membership application that required references and a waiting period of at least one month. There was not enough time between Pound’s first meeting with Binyon and his first two visits to the facility on the ninth and the twelfth of February for these formalities to have been completed. The second is that Binyon—who often signed visitors who were not members into the Print Room attendance register personally—entered Pound’s name in his own distinctive copperplate handwriting on two of the young poet’s 1909 visits. The Print Room was where Binyon engaged in sorting the enormous horde of new acquisitions and taking notes on it for the comprehensive catalog that would take him until 1916 to prepare. It is inconceivable under these circumstances that he did not show choice specimens to Pound and discuss them with him, but nothing about the Print Room, or indeed specifically about East Asian art, appears in Pound’s published or unpublished writings until three years later. It would take time for Pound to realize the potential value of Japanese visual art to his poetic development, but when he did, the Print Room would be his first port of call.

The received wisdom about East Asian influences on imagist poetry is that these came via published translations of traditional Japanese verse forms owned by F. S. Flint and imitated by him and T. E. Hulme. New evidence, however, points to a much more significant and direct role in the story for *ukiyo-e* prints. Flint’s and Hulme’s poetry group met throughout 1909 with the objective of creating similar contemporary
adaptations of traditional *tanka* and *haiku* forms to the ones attempted by *fin de siècle* Japanese poets such as Yosano Tekkan. At this point in time, though, Pound was equally prepared to dismiss these innovations as he had been to ignore the possibilities held out by Japanese visual art in the British Museum. Flint himself noted that the younger poet had attended the 1909 meetings, but had “added nothing to the discussion,” insisting instead on talking about his translations from the troubadours of medieval Europe. When Pound later published these last as *Canzoni* in 1911, however, his sometime literary mentor Ford Madox Ford ridiculed them as a “jejune provincial effort,” and advised him to update his poetic idiom to something more fashionable as a matter of great urgency.

Pound’s decision to publish some of Hulme’s experiments as an appendix to his own *Ripostes* volume the following fall shows that he had begun to come around to the idea of looking beyond the borders of Europe for such inspiration. These were exactly the poems of Hulme’s that Flint referred to as “little Japanese pictures,” emphasizing the intimate connections between that culture’s visual art and its poetry. *Ukiyo-e* prints were often produced to illustrate well-known stanzas that were then inscribed at the top of the print itself; while historical poets such as Yosa Buson, one of whose short poems Flint used as an example in a seminal essay on Japanese verse, typically painted or drew mental images as *haiga*—visual poems—before translating these into words. Interestingly, the idea that Japanese visual aesthetics could be just as important to avant-garde poetry in the West as Japanese verse conventions seems to have occurred first not to Pound but to another of London’s early Modernists—Richard Aldington.

Aldington derived the imagery of “The River,” one of the showcase pieces in Pound’s *Des Imagistes* anthology, directly from “a couple of Japanese colour prints” in “the B.M. Print Room.” Though these verses did not become public until they appeared without a title in the January 1914 edition of *Poetry* magazine, the paper trail he left behind tells us that Aldington wrote the poem during the fall of 1912—around the time that Pound officially announced the existence of the imagist movement in the same *Ripostes* volume that incorporated Hulme’s “little Japanese Pictures.” Aldington first stepped into the Print Room on the twenty-eighth of August, making no fewer than five visits there before the end of the following month. Because he did not go back again until 1915, “The River” must have been composed during this period, probably during the three consecutive days he spent there from the twenty-fourth to the twenty-sixth of September. The text of the poem was printed in *Poetry* as follows:

I have drifted along this river  
Until I moored my boat  
By these crossed trunks.

Here the mist moves  
Over fragile leaves and rushes,  
Colourless waters and brown, fading hills.
You have come from beneath the trees
And move within the mist,
A floating leaf.

O blue flower of the evening,
You have touched my face
With your leaves of silver.

Love me, for I must depart.  

“The landscape was certainly Hokusai’s,” he told the poetry critic Earl Miner later; “the second one I don’t remember, obviously a girl, perhaps an Utamaro [Utamaro], perhaps a Toyokuni.”

It is a simple matter to locate the first print, not least because Aldington’s ekphrasis of it is comprehensive enough to allude to its physical condition as well as describing its motif. Katsushika Hokusai’s Suwa in Shinano Province forms part of the artist’s early nineteenth-century series Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji, the British Museum’s collection of which had been completed by Binyon in 1908 (Fig. 3). It shows a pair of crossed trees on a headland, with a boat to one side on what are—in the version Aldington saw—quite literally colorless waters. Woodblock prints are prone to blanching when they are exposed to moisture or light, and the blue shading in the Print Room’s particular impression has almost completely faded away.

The content of the latter part of Aldington’s poem suggests that he may also have been examining some of the museum’s racier holdings. Among Kitagawa Utamaro’s most noteworthy products are his books of shunga, or “spring pictures,” a euphemism in Japanese art for erotic images of courtesans and their clients in the Yoshiwara pleasure district of old Tokyo. The British Museum owned a copy of the most highly regarded of these, the Utamakura, or “Pillow Poem,” but Binyon kept it out of his official 1916 catalog for fear of disturbing Edwardian notions of propriety. The most famous of these images shows a man having sex with a woman wearing a midnight blue kimono adorned with stylized silver and bronze fall leaves, while her small hands touch the face of her lover (Fig. 4). The sexual urgency of Aldington’s final appeal, to “love me, for I must depart,” may also be felt in the suggestive poem that Utamaro has inscribed on the lover’s outspread fan: “Its beak caught firmly / In the clam shell, / The snipe cannot / Fly away / Of an autumn evening.”

One reason for the sudden perceived relevance of Japanese culture to avant-garde undertakings in general was the rapidly changing view of the country in Europe during the years leading up to the First World War. The idea of Japan as a forward-looking civic society and industrial powerhouse rather than a picturesque and exotic backwater had been acknowledged by the West only since the crushing defeat of Russia by the Japanese armed forces in Manchuria in 1905. “The average Westerner was wont to regard Japan as barbarous while she indulged in the gentle arts of peace,” Okakura Kakuzō remarked caustically the following year, “he calls her civilized since she began to commit wholesale slaughter on Manchurian battlefields.” The new status of Japan as
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▲ Fig. 3. Fuji from Suwa (from the series Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji), by Katsushika Hokusai, 1823–9. Wood-block print (© Trustees of the British Museum, London).

▲ Fig. 4. Lovers in an Upstairs Room (from the illustrated book Utamakura), by Kitagawa Utamaro, 1788. Wood-block print (© Trustees of the British Museum, London).
a global power was reinforced in the summer of 1910, when the Japanese government put on a large-scale exposition of architecture, visual art, and landscape gardening in London. This attracted more than eight million visitors, making it the best attended such event held in Britain up to that date. Ford Madox Ford liked it so much that he went along twice, later publishing the following impression:

[1] came out in a great square of white buildings all outlined in white light. There were crowds and crowds of people—or no, there was spread out beneath the lights, an infinitely moving mass of black, with white faces lifted up to the light, moving slowly, quickly, not moving at all, being obscured, reappearing . . .

This curious description brings us to the most famous imagist piece of all: Pound’s “In a Station of the Metro.” It cannot possibly be a coincidence that on the day following Richard Aldington’s string of three consecutive visits to the British Museum Print Room, Pound’s signature appears in the register there for the first time in three years; nor that the following “hokku-like” poem was sent off to Poetry magazine a very short time later:

The apparition of these faces in a crowd,
Petals on a wet, black bough.

Japanese art and literature has always maintained an obsessive fascination with the ephemeral beauty of sakura—the cherry blossoms of spring—and scenes featuring them appear with great regularity as ukiyo-e motifs. In Hokusai’s Poem by Ono no Komachi, for example, a print acquired by Binyon just before Pound’s first ever visit to the Print Room, an old woman is shown sweeping up the pale petals, which litter the ground and then cling to the rain-wet cherry wood of the tree’s branches (Fig. 5). Binyon liked this artwork so much that he had the poem on it translated, and included the English version in his 1916 catalog:

While I have been sauntering through
the world, looking upon its vanities, lo!
My flower has faded and the time of the long rains come.

The print is part of a series of Hokusai’s illustrating the Hyakunin isshu—“One Hundred Poems by One Hundred Poets”—probably the best-known verse anthology in Japanese literature. Ono no Komachi was a great beauty of the ninth-century Fujiwara court, whom Pound had already heard described in Binyon’s Albert Hall lectures as “the most famous of all the poetesses of Japan.” Her numerous early works take romantic love as their subject, while later verses such as the example above reflect upon the brevity of life and beauty and the exigencies of old age. There are several Japanese plays about Komachi, and it is interesting that Pound and W. B. Yeats chose to begin their Noh theatre adaptations the following fall with two of these—the Sotoba Komachi and the Kayoi Komachi—both of which express the same feelings of ephemerality and
loss as the poem inscribed on Hokusai’s print. “Have spent the day in searches,” Pound wrote to his fiancée Dorothy Shakespear during the first week of 1913; “I contemplated mediaeval Japanese prints at the B.M. and feel ages older and wiser.”

If anything, the vogue for basing imagist poetry on *ukiyo-e* prints intensified as the American poets John Gould Fletcher and Amy Lowell became associated with the movement. Fletcher, a resident of London, derived the imagery of his 1914 *Symphony in White* from “contemplation of some snow scene prints by Hiroshige.” He could not have looked at these at the British Museum, for, as Pound had complained to Shakespear late in 1914, “the Print Room B.M. is closed forever.” Due to Binyon’s mania for acquisition, the department’s holdings had become too large for their original premises, and were being shifted to more spacious accommodation in the institution’s newly-constructed northern wing. The British Museum was not the only place in London with an *ukiyo-e* collection, however, and Pound was quick to ask Dorothy, “is there anything at the S. Kensington?”

By coincidence, London’s Victoria and Albert Museum—sometimes named after its location in South Kensington—was about to open “an important loan exhibition of Japanese Colour-Prints” featuring seven of the snow prints by Hiroshige that would so attract John Gould Fletcher’s attention for the *Symphony in White*. These included an edition of one of the printmaker’s acknowledged masterworks, the rare triptych *Mountain Streams of the Kiso Road* (Fig. 6)—a striking image of meltwater snaking between glacial masses, which may well have inspired Fletcher’s lines “Through thin blue crevasses, / Trickles an icy stream.” Another print on display was Hiroshige’s *Kam-
bara under Snow (Fig. 7)—an elegant depiction of a snowbound village which seems to have given Fletcher “Under their heaped snow eaves, / Leaden houses shiver.” Most interesting of all, however, is the fact that Fletcher, like Aldington, makes a reference in his poem to the physical characteristics of the museum exhibits that inspired it. “O that the white scroll of heaven might be rolled up,” he writes at the end of the piece, perhaps to remind the reader that *ukiyo-e* prints were modeled on hanging scrolls and were traditionally rolled for storage. Fletcher’s tendency to produce what were often little more than direct descriptions of such works intensified over the year that followed, even as Pound was shifting his own interest in East Asian culture away from Japanese art and towards Chinese poetry. Back in the United States in 1915, he spent a week in February at the Chicago Art Institute writing a series of short, *tanka*-like poems based on his impressions of particular prints on display there. When he published these a year later with the assistance of Amy Lowell, he even named the volume *Japanese Prints*.

The form and content of Lowell’s own imagist work closely follows that of Fletcher’s in its development. After returning to the United States from London in 1916, she wrote a poem about the urban center of Boston that features a fairly subtle incorporation of the straight-ruled black lines used by Hiroshige to represent rain falling on the streets of Tokyo:

Cross hatchings of rain against gray walls
Slant lines of black rain
In front of the up and down, wet stone sides of buildings.

At Boston’s Museum of Fine Art, the person in charge of Asian visual culture between 1904 and 1913 had been none other than Okakura Kakuzō. He had strongly encouraged the institution’s acquisition of *ukiyo-e* prints in addition to ensuring that they were kept on permanent display in the exhibition galleries. Hiroshige’s *Night Rain at Karasaki*
and Driving Rain at Shono were acquired shortly after Okakura’s death in 1913, and probably suggested both the aesthetics and the title of Lowell’s poem, which is named “Afternoon Rain in State Street.”

After helping Fletcher to publish his Japanese Prints later in 1916, Lowell’s poetic adaptation of Japanese imagery became noticeably more overt and conspicuous. Early the following year, she submitted a collection named Lacquer Prints to Poetry magazine which, much in the manner of Fletcher’s volume, comprised what are basically ekphrastic descriptions of individual ukiyo-e works.42 One of these short pieces, titled Road to the Yoshiwara, provides an excellent example:

Coming to you along the Nihon Embankment  
Suddenly the road was darkened  
By a flock of wild geese  
Crossing the moon.

Critic David Ewick has said that the visual ingredients of this poem “are perfectly selected to remind of hokku,” but they are actually all drawn directly from Nihon Embankment, Yoshiwara—the final print in Hiroshige’s celebrated One Hundred Views of Edo series (Fig. 8).43 Hiroshige’s title provides the initial clue to this relationship, and the image itself may be seen to feature every one of the visual elements described by Lowell.

The fact that the first recognisably Modernist school of Anglo-American poetry depended so heavily on interpretation of visual art from a culture on the other side of
the planet serves to illustrate an important point with regard to the evolution of the movement in a wider context. Far from representing an essentially Western initiative with its roots in Europe, Modernism should be seen as a product of the complex cultural interplay between metropolitan centers across the globe, with aesthetic and technical concepts flowing at least as vigorously from East to West as vice versa. While the late nineteenth century was characterized by an uptake of European conventions of literature and visual art in cities such as Calcutta and Tokyo, the early twentieth century saw an equal and opposite reaction, with sculptors, painters, poets, and architects in London, Paris, Boston, and Chicago adapting Asian forms in order to revitalize what by that time had come to be regarded as a moribund Western tradition. The earliest manifestations of Modernism, then, were transcultural to a far greater extent than has previously been acknowledged, and should be seen as the beginnings of a human, rather than a merely regional, cultural milieu.
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